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A ‘Joint Creative Field Lab’ extends on the Field 
Lab concept and brings together (creative) 
industry and research partners in Germany and 
the Netherlands to accelerate thematic applied 
research.  

Cities of Things is the connecting theme for this 
Field Lab as it is expected to be extremely 
relevant for creative business.

FIELD LAB AMS-MUC
THEMED CITIES OF THINGS



FIELD LAB CITIES OF THINGS

BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATING

Knowledge building  <— by the link with Delft University of Technology 

Relations gathering <— being part of a diverse consortium 

Prototyping products <— the field lab as canvas 

Business Development <— connecting to cities and organisations



In a world where  
we own more data and less things,  

a world that becomes smaller, where the 
things will work for us,  

we will have  
a different relation with things.  



A NEW  
SMART CITY 
PARADIGM
CITIES OF THING



With the rise of AI (artificial intelligence) combined 
with IoT (internet of things) the concept of what is a 
“design thing” shifts from passive artifact to 
active partner. Capable to perform tasks and make 
judgements next to us, Things increasingly “work 
with us” to produce positive change in everyday life. 
In Cities of Things, we focus on the role that such 
Things will play in our future cities “as citizens”, 
moving past the idea of the smart city and smart 
products as a dashboard and tools for easy living.

ISKANDER SMIT, MARCH 2021

LIVING WITH 
INTELLIGENT THINGS
BACKGROUND



EVEN ACCELERATED IN COVID TIMES

IMPACTS CITY’S STATUS QUO



PARADIGM: THINGS
Living together with things. Intelligent and autonomous operating things.  
Things with agency. Things as citizens. 
It changes how we live together and perceive city life. 



Data-enabled artefacts with  
performing capabilities 

Able to: 

• Connect with existing networks of data 

• Sense and collect real time data 

• Act proactively 

• Behave socially

THINGS AS CITIZENS
THINGS AS SOCIAL ENTITIES



We are unfolding the complexity of designing 
things that might co-exist and co-perform with 
people within the context of future cities.  

We see emerging questions around  
responsibility (public <> private),  
priority (human <> system),  
relationship (tool <> social partner),  
adaptation (human <> thing),  
delegation (partial <> total).

LUPETTI, M.L., SMIT, I., CILA, N. (2018), NEAR FUTURE CITIES OF THINGS: ADDRESSING DILEMMAS THROUGH DESIGN FICTION

EMERGING QUESTIONS

DILEMMAS FOR DESIGN



DELFT DESIGN LAB
CITIES OF THINGS  
THEME-BASED LAB WITHIN FACULTY OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN OF DELFT UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

IMAGE TAKING FROM GRADUATION PROJECT SEN LIN; HIDDEN CIVIC FUTURES, 2018



Cityness fathoms the pleasantness of urban lives and the responsiveness of urban construction, 
and illustrates the co-performance between them for sustained improvement. This manifesto 
illustrates the derived value from the cityness model, and it serves as a code of conduct for 
everyone involved in the city making, outlining 8 suggestions to help establish an inclusive, 
responsible and democratic city�JO�UIF�TNBSU�BHF.

Cityness Manifesto
A  N e w  .PEF M  o f  C o l l a b o r a t i v e  C i t y  M a k i n g
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impressions research projects



2018 - PRESENT

SOME OF THE RESEARCH PROJECTS

Designing things as citizens to leverage urban intelligent infrastructures 

Exploring civic futures 

Future mobihubs as social connector for the neighbourhood 

Tools to stimulate interaction amongst passengers of the Seabubble 

Design for calibrated trust for acceptance of autonomous vehicles 

Intersections in the self-driving future: designing an interactive system 

Design of a mobility hub as part of a smart living as a service concept 



LOUISE HUGEN, 2018





SMIT, 2019; ILLUSTRATION BY PEICHENG GUO (2021)

DESIGNING PREDICTIVE RELATIONS

THINGS THAT PREDICT





2018 - PRESENT

RELATED PUBLICATIONS

Product as Agents: Metaphors for the products of the IoT age (Cila, Smit, Giaccardi, Kröse, 2017) 

Co-performance: conceptualising the role of artificial agency in the design of everyday life (Kuijer 
& Giaccardi, 2017) 

Near future cities of things: addressing dilemmas through design fiction (Lupetti, Smit, Cila, 2018) 

Robot citizenship, a design perspective (Lupetti, Bendor, Giaccardi, 2019) 

Envisioning and questioning near future urban robotics (Lupetti & Cila, 2019) 

The alienating consequences of things that predict (Smit, 2019) 

Designing for calibrated trust (Valentine, Kim, Smit, 2021)



Robotic services, which have started to appear in urban 
environments, are going to transform our society. 
Designers of these robots are not only required to meet 
technical and legal challenges, but also address the 
potential social, political, and ethical consequences of 
their design choices. This workshop format with its related 
tools is intended for enabling speculation about such 
possible futures and fostering reflection on potential 
socio-ethical implications that might support/oppose 
these futures. 

Both relevant for designers as for policy makers. 

WORKSHOP FOR EXPLORING 
CITIES OF THINGS
TESTED AND PUBLISHED



THE FIELD LAB PROGRAM
THEMES, PLANNING, CONSORTIUM



themes and challenges



THEMES AND CHALLENGES COMBINED SHAPE DIRECTION

FRAMEWORK FOR FIELD LAB PROJECTS

acting adapting interacting

sustainable

civic-driven

healthy



The character of cities is changing with more focus on 
smart & slow mobility, walking streets, electrified 
transportation. Numerous examples of streets that are 
turned into green walking and biking areas.  

Having intelligent nodes that communicate with each 
other in optimizing, stimulating regeneration in 
positive energy buildings and districts.  

Cities of Things can facilitate 15-minute cities, 
autonomous lightweight vehicles, new energy 
systems, urban farming, connecting citizens.

DESIGNING CONNECTED EXPERIENCES; THINGS THAT PREDICT; HERO 1

ACTING  
CITIES OF THINGS
SUSTAINABLE CITIES, CIVIC-ORIENTED, NEW MOBILITY



The built infrastructure will start adapting to the 
different needs of citizens with building changing faces, 
flexible use. The build infrastructure as hybrid service 
systems. The city infrastructure adapting to needs. 
Houses can be hotels and offices at the same time.  

In the the adapting cities of things we will have 
conversations with the citythings that help to 
organise the different uses.  

In the further future street view is changing, 
becoming more of an open canvas.

THE MODULAR MAILBOX: WWW.KLARNA.COM/INTERNATIONAL/FUTURE-SHOPPING-LAB/

ADAPTING  
CITIES OF THING
NEW COLLABORATIONS, BUILT ENVIRONMENT



You of Things, connecting citizens, creating new lively city life, 
especially after Covid. Using the power of a hybrid digital-
physical cityspaces. 

Understand human behavior, combined with predictive 
systems creating new dialogs. Cities of Things and things as 
citizens attach to new city fabric, new connections between 
citizens intermediated by citythings with agency. After the 
pandemic shock the cultural life will be restarted and rebooted. 
New coalitions of cultural institutions, retail and entertainment 
will be made possible. 

Cities of things of the future will connect to human senses via 
wearables, personal clouds and digital twins. 

STARLIGHT TECHNOLOGY

INTERACTING  
CITIES OF THINGS
HEALTHY CITIES, HUMAN-NONHUMAN INTERACTIONS



ROUGH STEPS, CO-CREATION WITH CONSORTIUM

PLANNING FOR FIELD LAB 2021-2023

Q2 Q3 Q4Q1 Q2Q1

2021 2022 2023

capture and  
spread the research

Q2 Q3 Q4Q1

theme tuning 
session with 
first consortium 
partners

official 
kick-off, 
signing 
AMS-MUC

presence in Amsterdam & 
Munich, workshop for 
defining field lab projects

field lab projects execution, co-designing 
in community sessions

reporting on 
results, share 
learnings, 
making plans 
for future

dissemination towards community via 
meetups presenting results

extending consortium with new partners

second iteration projects

dissemination towards 
community via meetups 
presenting results







OPEN TO GROW

DUTCH STARTING CONSORTIUM



An initiative of UnternehmerTUMand the City of  
Munichfor the City of the Future





WWW.CITIESOFTHINGS.NL

WANT TO JOIN? GET IN CONTACT!

Iskander Smit 

Cities of Things 
iskander@citiesofthings.nl 
+31 6 24 53 23 888

http://www.citiesofthings.nl
mailto:iskander@citiesofthings.nl

